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1. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer 

1. Air Force______, and obsolete sections of the radar system ______shut down.  

a) was reduced, were        c) has reduced,-              e) will  reduce,were 

b) had  reduced,-               d) were reduced,was 

2. I______ come if I had had time. 

a) did     c) would have   e) will have 

b) had     d) have 

3. Before you telephoned to the court, I ______ watching detectives. 

a) am       c) will be   e) will 

 b) was    d) have 

4. Sometimes I wonder if I______ ever succeed. 

a) do     c) shall  e) will 

b) were  d) am 

5. Ah, there you______! I wondered where you were. 

a) be   c) have been  e) will be 

b) are   d) were 

6. How many times______ you been in this court? 

a) did     c) has   e) will has 

b) have  d) will 

7. She said she'd help him if she______ 

a) could                 c) can   e) willn`t 

b) have been able  d) can't 

8. He told them he______ starting lawyer process the next day. 

a) will be       c) would have been   e) will 

b) would be   d) will have been 

9. Come on tell me honestly what you______ to do now. 

a) want       c) are want                  e) would 

b) wanted  d) will want 



10. However, there ______effort to protect against an attack. 

a) was increased     c) had  increased  e) will  increase 

b) increased            d) is increased 

2. Complete grammar test 

Choose the correct answer 

1. We crew ______just starting our shift when the duty Air Ops officer called me up. 

a) are              c) were          e) will 

b) was            d) have been 

2. The door gunner from the Ground Rescue team ______down suppressive fire. 

a) lie               c) lay           e) will laying 

b) have lay     d) layid 

3. Platoon will assault Objective Red in order to ______the enemy at this objective. 

a) destroy            c) was destroyed        e) will destroying 

b) destroyed        d) have been destroyed 

4. One of the soldiers ______ bitten on the arm by a mosquito. 

a)  is          c) are       e) will be 

b) was      d) were 

5. You'll never guess, what ______ to me the other day. 

a). have happened        c). happen      e) will be 

b). has happened         d). happened 

6. I bet you can't guess what John ______yesterday. 

a). does     c) done  e) would be 

b) do         d) did 

7. Lt Dalton has ______ the new Station Commander. 

a) рromored     c) does promote  e) would promote 

b) promote       d) will promote 

8. Lt Bachvarov ______ the previous Commander at Station 3. 

a) іs                    c) was         e) would 

b) has been        d) be 

9. Lt Dalton's immediate boss at his previous post ______ the sector commander. 



a) іs         c) be                 e) would be 

b) was    d) have been 

10. Most people ______ a better sense of organisation that Dalton. 

a) have     c) had             e) would have   

b) has      d) having 

3. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer 

1. The modern U.S. A. Navy is primarily ______ on a number of standard groupings 

of vessels. 

a)  were based             c)   base          e)   based 

b)  bases                      d) will base 

2. Additionally, Naval organization ______ aboard a single ship. 

a)   to continue                           c) continues          e) will be continues 

b)  had continued                       d) continued 

3. The operational Army ______ numbered armies, corps, divisions, brigades, and 

battalions that conduct full spectrum operations around the world.  

a) consisting                     c)   consists of     e) will be consist   

b)  consist                      d) consisted 

4. The structure of the United States Army is complex, and can ______ in several 

different ways:  operational/administrative, and branches 

a)   be interpreted                    c)   interpreted        e) will be interpreting 

b)  to interpreted                     d) will be interprete 

5. Special branches ______ those groupings of military occupational specialties 

a)   contains                           c) to contain              e) will be containing 

b)  containing                        d) have been contain 

6. Field army formerly _____ of an army headquarters battalion, two corps, army 

troops 

a)   are consisted                      c)  consisting         e) has been consisting 

b)  consisted                             d) to consist 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Army


7. The usually civilian or partly civilian executive control over the national military 

organization is_______ in democracies countries 

a)   exercises                    c)   exercised          e) has been exercising 

b)  to exercised                d) will exercising 

8. Many countries ______ a variation on the standard model of three or four 

basic Military branches. 

 a)   have               c) having          e) has been having 

b)  had                  d) will have 

9. A nation's coast guard may also ____ an independent military branch 

a)   were                      c) has been         e)   be 

b)  been                       d) was 

10. A number of countries ______ no navy, for geographical reasons. 

a)  had                       c) have                e) would have 

b)  having                 d) will have 

4. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer 

1. On the whole it seems that people all over the world ______ more and more 

accustomed to using legal means to regulate their relations with each other. 

a) was becoming                 c) become          e) are becoming 

b)  becomes                        d) will becoming 

2. Multinational companies employ lawyers ______ that their contracts are valid 

whenever they do business. 

a) are  ensure                 c) to ensure            e) has been ensuring 

b)  ensures                     d) will ensuring 

3. Few of us would risk making transactions without first _____ legal advice. 

a)   seeking                       c) seek                 e) was seek 

b)  seekes                         d) will seeking 

4. People all over the world are becoming more and more accustomed_____ legal 

means to regulate their relations with each other 

a)   to using               c) using            e) was used 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democracy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_branches
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coast_guard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_branch


b)  use                       d) will using 

5. We usually _____ about the legal implications of everyday activities. 

a)   think                      c) thinks              e) has been thinking 

b)  thinking                 d) will thinking 

6. Even though the TV set fails to work and the owner of the shop _______ your 

money or replace the TV set, we ________ of taking legal advice. 

a)   didn’t return, don’t start thinking           c) -, don’t start thinking          e) -, didn`t 

start think 

b)  returned, start thinking                           d) return, don’t start thinking 

7. When you a train ticket a lawyer may tell you it represents a contract with legal 

obligations. 

a)   buying                     c) buy                 e) has been buying 

b)  to buy                       d) will buying 

8. You may not sue against the person who _____ his debt. 

a)   pay                              c) don’t pay    e)  shouldn`t pay 

b)  didn’t pay                    d) will pay 

9. The court may _______ to the testimony of one party. 

a)   listen                              c) don’t listen     e) wasn`t listen 

b)  didn’t listen                    d) will Listen the text and fill the gapes  

10. Nobody ______ basic knowledge of law. 

a)   wasn`t have                    c) don’t  have     e)  should have 

b)  didn’t  have                     d) will have 

5. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer 

1.  In spite of the fact that it_____all day long, the match ____and the stands were 

full of spectators. 

a) had been raining, cancelled  c) was raining, has not cancelled  e) had been raining, 

was not cancelled              

b) rained, was not cancelled                   d) had rained, had not been cancelled 



2. Many football fans claimed that after "Real FC"______that important game 

it______no chance to win the championship. 

a) lost, had         b) lose, has       c) had lost, had d) will lose, will have e)  lost, had 

3.  I wish he______last Friday but his flight______because of bad weather. If 

he______the next day I would have brought him by car. 

a) arrived, was cancelled, called                 c) had arrived, had been cancelled, called         

e) arrived,- 

b) had arrived, was cancelled, had called   d) arrived, have cancelled, had called 

4. After many long years of devoted and patient instruction, the doctor______able to 

get the boy to clothe and feed himself, recognize and utter a number of words, as well 

as write letters  

a) was             c) had been    e)  been     

b) has been     d) were 

5. At the first stages of the Industrial Revolution advertising ______a relatively 

straightforward means of announcement and communication and was used mainly to 

promote novelties and fringe products which______unknown to the public. 

a) had been, were   b) had been, had been   c) was, were d) was being, were  e) 

weren`t,- 

6. Towards the end of the 19th century the larger lawyer companies______more and 

more on mass advertising to promote their new range of products. The market during 

this period ______by a small number of giant, conglomerate enterprises. 

a) relied, has been controlled      c) were relying, has been controlled   e) weren`t 

relying,- 

b) relied, had been controlled     d) relied, were controlled 

7. To cater for the fitness boom of the 80s and provide the up-to-date facilities people 

want, over 1,500 private health and fitness clubs______during the past 15 years. 

a) were built  b) had been built     c) have been built d) will be built  e) weren`t built 

8.  In 1936 the British Broadcasting Corporation______to provide a public radio 

service. Since then the BBC ______by the establishment of independent and com-

mercial radio and television, which______the BBC's broadcasting monopoly. 



a) was established, was influenced, removed        c) was established, has been 

influenced, had removed 

b) was established, has been influenced, removed d) was established, had been 

influenced, removed 

e) sestablished, influenced, removed         

9. The Neolithic Age was a period, which___in approximately 6000 B.C. and__until 

3000 B.C. 

a) began, lasted              c) began, was lasting                   e) begun, lasted        

b) had begun, lasted      d) had begun, had been lasting 

10. A major problem in the construction of new courts is that windows______while 

air conditioning  

a) eliminated, have not been perfected  c) had been eliminated, had not been 

perfected 

b) were eliminated, were not perfected                   d) eliminate, are not perfected 

e) have been eliminated, have not been perfected    

6. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer 

1. He ______ investigated a murder for years. 

a)  wasn’t                  c) haven’t            e) hasn’t   

b)  does ‘t                d) will haven’t 

2. The Bar _______new members since June 

a) wasn’t admitted                c) haven’t admitted       e) hasn’t  admitted 

b)  does ‘t admitted               d) will haven’t admitted 

3. I _________ evidence in the court for many years. 

a) hasn’t  given               c) haven’t given                  e) won ‘t given 

b)  does ‘t given              d) will haven’t given 

4. Steve Williams_______ the Rules of Professional Conduct for ages. 

a) hasn’t  violated               c) haven’t violated           e) wasn ‘t violated 

b)  does ‘t violated              d) will haven’t violated 

5. This attorney ________ a case in a long while. 



a) hasn’t lost                      c) haven’t lost              e) wasn‘t lost 

b)  does ‘t lost                    d) will haven’t lost 

6. This military lawyer ______ on duty for the last few days. 

a) hasn’t been                        c) haven’t been   e) wasn‘t 

b)  does ‘t b                           d) will haven’t  

7. I ______ with a common law action since last year. 

a) hasn’t dealt                      c) haven’t dealt      e) wasn’t dealt 

b)  does ‘t deal                     d) haven’t deal 

8.   Military organization ______of the armed forces of a state so as to offer 

such military capability as a national defense policy may require. 

a) is the structuring                      c) structuring        e) was structuring 

b)  is the structure                        d) have structuring 

9. The usually civilian or partly civilian executive control over the national military 

organization ______ in democracies by an elected political leader as a member of the 

government's Cabinet. 

 a) is  exercised           c) exercised       e) have exercises 

b)  is exercising          d) exercises 

10. The government's Cabinet, usually ______ as a Minister of Defense.  

a) is  know                 c) known             e) have  knows 

b)   knewn                 d)  will know 

7. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer 

1. The United States is the only state, which ______the entire globe into military 

commands with a general or admiral in command of each region and designated 

forces. 

a) was divided                c) to divide          e) are divided 

b)  divided                      d) divides 

2. It is common, at least in the European and North American militaries, ______ to 

the building blocks of a military as commands, formations, and units. 

a) are refer                 c)  to refer                 e) was refered 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armed_force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_(polity)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_capability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_policy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democracy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabinet_(government)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabinet_(government)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Command_(military_formation)


b)  refering                 d) will refer 

3. A typical unit is a homogeneous military organization (either combat, combat-

support or non-combat in capability) that ______ service personnel predominantly  

a)   include                       c) includes          e) was included 

b)  to include                   d) including 

4. Different armed forces, and even different branches of service of the armed forces, 

may ______ the same name ______ different types of organizations.  

a)   use , to denote                    c) using, to denote              e) used, to denote 

b)  -, to denote                          d) will using, denoting 

5. In most navies a squadron is________ of several ships; in most air forces it is a 

unit;  

a)   a formation            c) a ship      e) aim 

b)  part                         d) goal 

6. A table of organization and equipment is a document______ by the U.S. Army 

Force 

a)  published             c) publish            e) was published 

b)  publishing           d) to publish 

7. It also _____ information on the mission and capabilities of a unit as well as the 

unit's current status.  

a)   providing                     c) provides       e) was provided 

b)  to provide                    d) will providing 

8. During World War II the Red Army ________ the basic organizational structure. 

a)   used                  c) use                         e)  were used         

b)  uses                   d) will using 

9. Aircraft carriers are typically ______ by a captain. 

a)  were commanded        c) command          e)  commanded 

b)  to command                d) will command 

10. Submarines and destroyers are typically _______ by a captain or commander.  

a)   command                       c) commanded     e)  were commanded         

b)  will command                d) to comman 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combat_support
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combat_support
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armed_forces
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Squadron_(naval)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_of_organization_and_equipment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Army


8. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer 

1. The Naval Reserve _______qualified individuals and trained units to be available 

for active duty in time of war or national emergency. 

a)  was provided                    c)  provide          e)   provided 

b)  is to provide                      d) will  provide 

2. The United States _______increasingly entwined in the business and security 

issues with the rest of the world. 

a)   has become                          c)  became         e) will  become 

b)  had become                          d) was become 

3. The operational Army _______ numbered armies, corps, divisions, brigades, and 

battalions that conduct full spectrum operations around the world.  

a) consisting               c) consists of         e) will consists 

b) consist                d) consisted 

4. The structure of the United States Army is complex, and can _______ in several 

different ways:  operational and branches. 

a)   be interpreted                    c)  interpreted       e) has been interpreted 

b)  to interpreted                     d) will be interprete 

5. The basic Navy mission _______into four categories of capabilities. 

a)   is broken                        c) to break               e) will  broken 

b)   broken                          d) have been  broken 

6. Field army formerly _______ of an army headquarters battalion, two corps, army 

troops. 

a)   are consisted                 c)  consisting      e)  was consisted 

b)  consisted                        d) to consist 

7. The usually civilian or partly civilian executive control over the national military 

organization is_______ in democracies countries. 

a)   exercises                    c)   exercised        e) would exercised 

b)  to exercised                d) will exercising 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Army
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democracy


8. Many countries ______  variation on the standard model of three or four 

basic Military branches. 

a)   have                 c) having        e) would have 

b)  had                   d) will have 

9. A nation's coast guard may also ______ an independent military branch. 

a)   had been                c) has been        e) be 

b)  been                       d) was 

10. A number of countries ______ no navy, for geographical reasons. 

a) had                       c) have                  e) would have 

b)  having                 d) will have 

9. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer 

1. Normal administration _______on by this organization and a ship or unit is always 

under the administrative control of the appropriate type commander. 

a)  is carried         c) had  carried      e) has been is carried  

b)  carried            d) will carried 

2. If we ______  in a structured society with other people laws would not be 

necessary.  

a)  live                 c) didn’t live         e) has been lived 

b) is didn’t live   d) will didn’t live 

3. Only rarely does the task ______by the Navy lends itself to the use of the 

foregoing organizations. 

a)   to be performed       c) to  performed           e) has been performed  

b) is to  performed         d) will to  performed 

4. We turn to the law ____ disputes peacefully. 

a)  to resolve                c) didn’t to resolve       e) has been resolved            

b) is to resolved           d) will  resolving 

5. Another goal of the law is ______.  

a)  court                c) law           e) judge 

b) fairness            d) principle  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_branches
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coast_guard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_branch


6. Law is any rule or injunction that must______. 

a) will be obeyed      c) be obeying    e) be obeyed 

b) being obeyed        d) obeyed  

7. She____ a case to court  

a) has been brought      c) wasn’t brought    e) brought   

b) broughting                d) be brought  

8. Many people ______ where to find these records and do not find it easy to read 

them.  

a) do not know               c) do not knowing       e) has been know 

b)  knowing                    d) knewn 

9. You may wish to take legal action ______ your loss.  

a) to recover                 c) trecover        e) will ecovering 

b)  recovering              d)  recovered 

10. Under normal peacetime procedures the Commander First Fleet exercises 

operational control over all forces and the Commander Seventh Fleet 

______operational control over certain forces in the Far East. 

a) exercises          b) exerciseв           e) was exercise 

c) exercise           d) will exercises 

10. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer 

1. The Secretary of Navy _______the general superintendence of construction, 

manning, armament, equipment, maintenance and employment. 

a)  has                     c)  was      e)- 

b)  have                  d) will  

2. Our economy and security _______our protecting our overseas interests as well as 

encouraging peace and stability around the globe. 

a)   depends upon                        c) depended        e) will depends  

b)  had depend                           d) depends on 

3. The Naval Reserve _______qualified individuals and trained units to be available 

for active duty in time of war or national emergency.  



a)  is to provide                      c)   is  providing           e) will provided 

b)   to provide                     d)   is  provided  

4. The structure of the United States Army is complex, and can _______ in several 

different ways. 

a)   be interpreted                    c)   interpreted          e) will interpreted           

b)  to interpreted                     d) will be interprete 

5. Special branches _______ those groupings of military occupational specialties 

a)   contains                           c) to contain                e)  contain      

b)  containing                        d) have been contain 

6. Field army formerly _______ of an army headquarters battalion, two corps, army 

troops 

a)   are consisted                  c)  consisting       e)  consist of 

b)  consisted                        d) to consist 

7. The usually civilian or partly civilian executive control over the national military 

organization is_______ in democracies countries 

a)   exercises                    c)   exercised                e) is exercised 

b)  to exercised                d) will exercising 

8. Many countries ______ a variation on the standard model of three or four 

basic Military. branches. 

a)   have                 c) having                 e) was having 

b)  had                   d) will have 

9. A nation's coast guard may also ______ an independent military branch. 

a)   be                          c) has been             e)were 

b)  been                       d) was 

10. The CNO _____for executing the directives of the headquarters insofar as they 

affect the Navy. 

a)   is responsible                     c)  responsible                e) were responsible 

b)  was  responsible                 d) will  responsible 

Choose the correct answer                                           

1. Air Force______, and obsolete sections of the radar system ______shut down.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Army
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democracy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_branches
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coast_guard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_branch


a) was reduced, were        c) has reduced,-              e) will  reduce,were 

b) had  reduced,-               d) were reduced,was 

2. I______ come if I had had time. 

a) did     c) would have   e) will have 

b) had     d) have 

3. Before you telephoned to the court, I ______ watching detectives. 

a) am       c) will be   e) will 

 b) was    d) have 

4. Sometimes I wonder if I______ ever succeed. 

a) do     c) shall  e) will 

b) were  d) am 

5. Ah, there you______! I wondered where you were. 

a) be   c) have been  e) will be 

b) are   d) were 

6. How many times______ you been in this court? 

a) did     c) has   e) will has 

b) have  d) will 

7. She said she'd help him if she______ 

a) could                 c) can   e) willn`t 

b) have been able  d) can't 

8. He told them he______ starting lawyer process the next day. 

a) will be       c) would have been   e) will 

b) would be   d) will have been 

9. Come on tell me honestly what you______ to do now. 

a) want       c) are want                  e) would 

b) wanted  d) will want 

10. However, there ______effort to protect against an attack. 

a) was increased     c) had  increased  e) will  increase 

b) increased            d) is increased 



11. John Moses Browning ______ the world’s first practical gas-operated machine 

gun. 

a)  to developed                 c) developed          e) had been developed  

b)  develops                      d) will develop 

12. Automatic rifles _______ to arm a limited number of automatic riflemen in each 

infantry company during World War.  

a) were used                  c) was                    e) had been 

b) is  used                      d) will  

13. For example, UN troops disarm and demobilize soldiers, help refugees ______ to 

their homes and clear mines. 

a) return                 c) returnes                e) had been return 

b) returned             d) will  return 

14. Communications, medical support, supplies, food and transportation for the 

battalion______by 155 men in the Headquarters Company.  

a) to provide            c)  provides         e) had been provide 

b)  providing           d) are provided 

15. The Fire Support Company _______ of a Company HQ, an Anti-Tank  

a)  will consist              c)  consisted         e) consists 

b)  to consist                 d) consisting 

16. An Armoured battalion ______ three Armoured Infantry Company HQ and three 

Rifle Platoons.  

a) had             c)  -              e) had been  

b)  has            d) have 

17. Each platoon ______ one officer and 35 NCOs and soldiers.  

a) had            c) has          e) had been 

b)  -               d) have 

18. Military rations originated in 17th century, when Napoleon Bonaparte______ 

better food for his army.  

a) to wanted            c) want            e) had been wanted 

b)  will wanted        d) wanted 



19. In the 2018 the army ______ the Meal or Ready-to-Eat 

a) introduced                c) to introduced       e) had been introduced 

b)  will introduced        d) is introduced 

20.  Companies ______better all the time and scientists are now working on military 

sandwiches and pizzas. 

a)  has been got           c) to getting      e) are getting 

b)  will getting            d) is getting 

11. Complete grammar test  

 Choose the correct answer                                           

1. We crew ______just starting our shift when the duty Air Ops officer called me up. 

a) are              c) were          e) will 

b) was            d) have been 

2. The door gunner from the Ground Rescue team ______down suppressive fire. 

a) lie               c) lay           e) will laying 

b) have lay     d) layid 

3. Platoon will assault Objective Red in order to ______the enemy at this objective. 

a) destroy            c) was destroyed        e) will destroying 

b) destroyed        d) have been destroyed 

4. One of the soldiers ______ bitten on the arm by a mosquito. 

a)  is          c) are       e) will be 

b) was      d) were 

5. You'll never guess, what ______ to me the other day. 

a). have happened        c). happen      e) will be 

b). has happened         d). happened 

6. I bet you can't guess what John ______yesterday. 

a). does     c) done  e) would be 

b) do         d) did 

7. Lt Dalton has ______ the new Station Commander. 

a) рromored     c) does promote  e) would promote 

b) promote       d) will promote 



8. Lt Bachvarov ______ the previous Commander at Station 3. 

a) іs                    c) was         e) would 

b) has been        d) be 

9. Lt Dalton's immediate boss at his previous post ______ the sector commander. 

a) іs         c) be                 e) would be 

b) was    d) have been 

10. Most people ______ a better sense of organisation that Dalton. 

a) have     c) had             e) would have   

b) has      d) having 

11. Late in World War II the carbine _______was modified to permit full automatic 

as well as semiautomatic fire. 

a) was modified                 c) to modified             e) had been modified  

b)  modified                      d) will modifying 

12. It was typically _______by two soldiers, one to load the rocket into the launcher 

and another to hold, aim, and fire it.  

a) to operated                    c)  operated                e) are operated 

b)  operates                       d) will operating 

13. Small arms are firearms that may be both ______and discharged by one person, 

as opposed to artillery weapons 

a)  carried                       c) carry               e) had been carried 

b)  carries                         d) will carried 

14. People all over the world are becoming more and more accustomed______ legal 

means to regulate their relations with each other 

a)   to using                      c) using               e) had been use 

b)  use                              d) will using 

15. We usually ______ about the legal implications of everyday activities. 

a)   think                      c) thinks                  e) had been thought 

b)  thinking                 d) will thinking 

16. Even though the TV set fails to work and the owner of the shop ______ your 

money or replace the TV set, we _________ of taking legal advice. 



a)   didn’t return, don’t start thinking                    c) -, don’t start thinking            e) 

had been return,- 

b)  returned, start thinking                                     d) return, don’t start thinking 

17. When you____ a train ticket a lawyer may tell you it represents a contract with 

legal obligations. 

a)   buying                     c) buy                 e) had been buy 

b)  to buy                       d) will buying 

18. You may not sue against the person who ______ his debt. 

a)   pay                              c) don’t pay      e) had been pay 

b)  didn’t pay                    d) will pay 

19. The court may ______ to the testimony of one party. 

a)   had been listen               c) don’t listen          e) listen 

b)  didn’t listen                    d) will listening 

20. Nobody _________ basic knowledge of law. 

a)    have                  c) don’t  have      e)  should have 

b)  didn’t  have        d) will have 

12. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer                                           

1. Tomorrow at 23.00 hours we ______ logistics supplies. 

a) will receive  c) receive     e) would receive  

b) received      d) receiving 

2. One of the soldiers ______ on the arm by a mosquito. 

a) was bitten   c) bit                 e) would 

b) will  bite      d) bitting 

3. One of the soldiers ______in a cold sweat. 

a) woke       c) woken           e) would woke 

b) woke up d) was woke 

4. A snake nearly ______ into one of the sleeping bags. 

a) get   c) getting      e) would get 

b) got   d) will get 



5. The enemy is reported to be a reinforced rifle platoon holding the key 

terrain_____the bridge 

a)  surround      c) surrounding       e) would  surrounding 

b) surrounded  d) has surrounded 

6. You’ll never guess, what ________ to me the other day. 

a) will happen    c) happening    e) would happening   

b) happen           d) happened 

7. Oh, no. I can’t _______ it. 

a) had believed 

b) believed    c) to believe  e) would believing 

c) believing   d) believe  

8. I’ll never forget the first time I _______ lawyer Jack. 

a) met    c) will meet  e) would meet 

b) meet  d) meeting  

9. And then everyone just ________. 

a) to disappear    c) disappears         e) would disappearing 

b) disappeared    d) disappearing  

10. You also _______ artillery support from division artillery units to your rear. 

a) was having     c) have          e) would having 

b) had                 d) having 

11. The armed forces of the United States ______for the performance of military 

missions into combatant commands made up of forces from the various military 

departments under the operational command of unified or specified commanders. 

a)   are organized                          c)   have organized      e)   has organized 

b)  didn’t  organized                     d) will organizing  

12. ______libraries and computerized classrooms, sports grounds, etc. 

a)   there                           c)   there         e)  there are 

b)  here                             d) this is 

13. Philosophers ______ the essential nature of law for centuries, yet there is no 

single commonly accepted definition. 



a)   have debate                       c)   debate                 e)  has been  debated 

b)  have debated                  d) will have debated 

14. Some philosophers ______ that laws are nothing more than the will of those who 

hold power. 

a)   have argued                       c) argued                    e)  has been argued 

b)  has argued                      d) will have argued 

15. In general, law is a system of rules that a society or government _______ in order 

to deal with business agreements, social relationships, and crimes. 

a)   develops                            c)   developed               e)  has been developed 

b)  has develops                   d) will have develops 

16. In all societies relations between people ________ in prescriptive laws. 

a)   are regulated                       c)    regulated            e)  has been regulated 

b)  has regulated                    d) will  regulating 

17. Law must _______ by citizens.  

a)   are be obeyed                       c)  be obeyed             e) has been obeyed 

b)  has be obeyed                    d) will obeying 

18.The whole system of punishment exists for those who _______to obey these 

official rules. 

a)   wishes                              c) be do not wish    e) has been wished 

b)  do not wish                    d) will wishing 

19. The person, who breaks the law _______ an offender or law-breaker. 

a)   is called                             c) called             e) has been called 

b)  do not  called                  d) will  calling 

20. Roman law developed from the laws of the Twelve Tables so that 

plebeians______ how they should be ruled. 

a)  has been know              c) to know              e) would know 

b)  knewn                       d) will know 

13. Complete grammar test  

 Choose the correct answer                                           



1. The helicopters _________ daily according to the Air Tasking Order. 

a) are tasked  c) tasked      e) would tasking 

b) task           d) tasking 

2. The senior UN military officer at the scene _______control in the field and 

coordinate all actions until the arrival of the Casevac team. 

a) will take   c) taking  e) would taking 

b) take          d) took 

3. If there are no hostile elements in the landing zone, the Air Medical Evacuation 

team ______ the CASEVAC flight. 

a) board          c) will be board  e) had board 

b) will board   d)  boarded 

4. In February, I ________ on a peace enforcement operation to the Democratic 

Republic  

a) was deployed  c) deploy               e) had deployed 

b) deployed        d) were deployed 

5. In the fire months my platoon _____ in the military department. 

a) have spent   c) spend           e) had spent 

b) spent          d) was spent 

6. If you ______, you will need enough troops to secure any casualties, set up an 

overwatch position 

a) attacked    c) are attacked         e) had attacked 

b) attack        d) were attacked 

7. Last week, a patrol by 1 Platoon _____ an  IEO by the side of the road. 

a) discover         c) were discover     e) had discovered 

b) was discover  d) discovered 

8. Tomorrow, your platoon ______ a dismounted patrol in the centre of the city. 

a) conducted      c) conduct             e) had  conducted 

b) will conduct   d) was conducted 

9. At about 7.45 p.m. Jack ______ through the square on his way house from work.  

a) were walking   c) was walking    e) had  walked   



b) walking           d) walk 

10. They saw Officer Tull and Officer Watson ______ with John Bells in the bar. 

a) speak        c) was speaking      e) had  spoken 

b) speaking   d) spoke                  

11. A unified command is a command ______a broad continuing mission under a 

single commander and composed of significant components of two or more services. 

a)   assigned                          c) to assigned          e) was assigned 

b)  is assigned                       d) will assigned 

12. A unified command is a command ______ a broad continuing mission 

a)   has been assigned                   c) assign                e) assigned 

b)  didn’t  assigned                      d) will assigning 

13. Unified and specified commands of military ______ for the integrated 

effectiveness 

a)  providing                                   c) to  provide           e) has been provided 

b)  provide                                      d) will providing 

14. World War II and its aftermath ______ the impetus for unification of the Military 

Departments under a single cabinet-level secretary. 

a)  furnish                                   c) furnished             e) has been furnished 

b)  furnishing                              d) will furnished 

15. In general, the Army, within the Department of the Army,______ combat and 

service forces 

a)   includes                               c) include             e) has been included 

b)  to include                             d) will including 

16. It shall be organized, ______ primarily for prompt and sustained combat incident 

a)   trained and equipped                            c) train and equipped          e) has been 

train and equipped           

b)  to trained and to equipped                    d) will train and equip 

17. The Army ______ of the Regular Army, the Army National Guard 

a)   to consist                         c) consists          e) has been consists   

b)  consisting                        d) will consist 



18. The Department of the Army is separately _______ under the Secretary of the 

Army. 

a)   to organized                        c) organizes             e) has been organized 

b)  organized                             d) will organized 

19. It _______ under the authority, direction, and control of the Secretary of Defense 

a)   operates                     c) operate          e) has been operated 

b)  operated                     d) will operate 

20. The Secretary of the Army is responsible for and has the necessary authority 

______all affairs 

a)   to conduct                    c)  conducted             e) has been conducted 

b)  conduct                         d) will to conducting 

 

14. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer     

1. The United States Space Command________  in September 2015. 

a) was formed   c) were wformed        e) had formed 

b) formed          d) is formed 

2. After the police left, the men ________ shouting again and a fight stared. 

a) were started   c) starting       e) had  started 

b) start               d) started 

3. It was there in 2018 and two our lands _______ during the tour. 

a) killed            c) kill           e) had  killed 

b) were killed   d) was kill 

4. We _______the last minutes before dark talking in small groups. 

a) spent      c) was spend       e) had  spent       

b) spend    d) are  spending 

5. For many people the prospect of on out-of-area detachment in the Falklands 

________ to say the least. 

a) was inconvenient    c) inconvenient  e) had  inconvenient 

b) inconveniented       d) is inconvenient 



6. Yesterday, Sergeant York ________ how to strip, clean and reasseuble the SATO. 

a) explaine      c) were explained     e) had explained   

b) explained    d) explaining 

7. I’d like __________ at the platoon training plan for next week. 

a) looked   c) to have a look  e) had looked 

b) look      d) to see 

8. I _____ in the Battalion Headquatters Company. 

a) working         c) worked  e) will working 

b) was working  d) work 

9. Life in the administration office _______ because you always know what’s going 

an but it can be very stressful. 

a) interest           c) interesting   e) will interesting 

b) is interesting  d) interested 

10. Last month Harn’s _______from Charlie Company because Sergeant Willis 

didn’t like him. 

a) transferred                c) transferre       e) will transferring 

b) were transferred       d)  is transferred 

11. The commanders of unified and specified commands ______to the President and 

the Secretary of Defense. 

a)   are responsible            c)  are responsible            e) was responsible  

b)   is  responsible             d) will responsible 

12. You ______at the castle at 14:15. 

a)   arrived                c) arrive            e) has been arrived 

b)   to arrive             d) will arrive 

13. You ___lunch at a hotel and after lunch, you ______ the castle. 

a)   have, visit             c) -, arrive          e) has been, arrive 

b)   to arrive,-             d) -, will arrive 

14. We turn to the law ______disputes peacefully. 

a)  to resolve                c) didn’t to resolve   e) has been resolved 

b) is to resolved           d) will  resolving 



15. ______ and it’s getting very cold.  

a)   it’s snowing       c) it’s snow        e) has been snow 

b)   snowing             d) it’s snows 

16. For example, marines carry out amphibious assaults on the Mediterranean 

beaches near Alexandria and parachutists ______ airborne assaults in the interior. 

a)   have carry              c) carry out          e) has been carry out 

b)   to carry out            d) carrying 

17. In Command Post Exercises there are no troops – commanders and their staff 

practise command and communications ______ computers.  

a)   have using            c) using        e) has been used 

b)   to use                   d) use 

18. This ______ the sergeants' mess.   

a)   was            c) -          e) was 

b)   were          d) is 

19. Warrant officers and senior NCOS ______here.  

a)  live            c) to live     e) will live 

b)  lived          d) is live 

20. The soldiers ______their meals here.  

a)  will have            c) to have         e)  have 

b)  has                     d) are have 

15. Complete grammar test  

Choose the correct answer     

1. At 23:00 hours we _______ receive logistic supplies. 

a) will         c) shall         e) had  

b) will be    d) shall be 

2. The platoon sergeants _______ out with the patrols. 

a) will go   c) will be going     e) had went 

b) shall go  d) shall be going 

3. The support company _______deliver mortar fire. 

a) will       c) shall         e) had 



b) will be  d )shall be 

4. We _______ move forward one platoon at a time. 

a) will       c) shall     e) had 

b) will be  d) shall be 

5. You _______seize the bridge at grid 593831 and deploy. 

a) will        c) shall           e) had 

b) will be   d) shall be 

6. On 7 June a 21-year-old Blueland  female _______murdered in the village of 

Bluegate.  

a) did       c) had     e) will be 

b) were    d) was 

7. The crime figures for last year_______ a definite move towards stability in 

Blueland. 

a) reflect       c) reflecting   e) had reflected 

b) to reflect  d) reflected 

 8. Two significant trends______: a decrease in crimes against persons and an 

increase in property crimes. 

a) stood out    c) stood in                e) had stood in             

b) stand out   d) stand in front of 

9.Murders fell by more than half compared to the previous year and _______ murders 

decreased by about 35%. 

a) attempted    c) attempt              e) had attempted 

b) attempting  d) to attempted 

10. Although reported cases of rape and attempted rape went up, increasing from 150 

to 215, this figure _______ necessarily mean an increase in cases of rape. 

a) does not    c) was not        e) hadn`t 

b) do not      d) will not   

11. Almost everything we do is________ by rules imposed by morality.   

a) has been governed       c) had governed        e) governed 

b) is governed                  d) will governed 



12. If we _______ live in a structured society with other people laws would not be 

necessary.  

a)  live                   c) didn’t live           e) hasn`t been lived 

b) is didn’t live     d) will didn’t live 

13. Laws against criminal conduct help_______ our personal property and our lives.  

a)   safeguard                 c) to safeguard          e) has been safeguard 

b) is to safeguard          d) will to safeguard 

14. We turn to the law ______disputes peacefully. 

a)  to resolve                c) didn’t to resolve   e) has been resolved 

b) is to resolved           d) will  resolving 

15. Another goal of the law is______.  

a)  court                c) law                e) act 

b) fairness            d) principle  

16. Law is any rule or injunction that must______. 

a) be obeyed         c) be obeying     e) has been obeyed 

b) being obeyed    d) obeyed  

17. She______ a case to court  

a) brought        c) wasn’t brought   e) has been brought 

b) broughting  d) be brought  

18. Many people ______ where to find these records and do not find it easy to read 

them.  

a) do not know              c) do not knowing 

b)  knowing                    d) knewn 

19. You may wish to take legal action _______ your loss.  

a) will recover                c) trecover          e) to recover 

b)  recovering                 d)  recovered 

20. Some transactions in modern society are so complex that few of us would 

risk______ them without first seeking legal advice.  

a) make          b) maked              e) has been maked 

c) making      d) will making 
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